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Hi all. Im new to this but bought Tomb Raider Underworld from Steam for my XBOX a few months ago. I re-downloaded the game to my USB stick and put it into my PC. Now i want to install it but it says I have too many games. Do I need to uninstall any of the other games? Or do I need to unplug the USB drive which has
Underworld on? Ok so I have two Tomb Raider Collections and two Underworlds on my PC. My PC can see the Underworlds, but not the Tomb Raider collections. When I open the disc drive icon it doesn't find the files. How do I install the ones I bought on Steam? I put the disk in the computer but it won't load to start the game.

It just hangs and stays at "Welcome to the Tomb Raider world...". I can't access the CD via the cdrom icon either. I tried cleaning the CD drive to make sure the disk was actually in the drive. I know this is old thread but can someone help me to download the pc version of Tomb Raider Game Collection on my laptop. When I
click on download it always give me the following message : "Connection failed. End of file" Is there someone who has been able to download this edition of the Collection with this version of the game? Thanks a lot for your help. I am trying to download the Tomb Raider Collection on my PC, but when I click on the download

icon in Steam, it says "waiting for client to accept the connection" and then the download window disappears. Any help would be appreciated. I am new to this forum, so forgive me if this is repeated. I'm looking for Tomb Raider Collection 1 for PC. I've only been able to find Tomb Raider Collection 2 (Though it runs well, I just
don't want to install it for a few hours or days or weeks and download the entire thing again). When I download the collection, it just says "connection failed" and I can't download because I'm afraid the only thing I would have on my PC is the repackaged Collection 2. Is this a common problem?
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tomb raider collection 1 - 5 is not your typical run of the mill videogame. the game is developed by core design and published by eidos interactive in 2006. the game has even been adapted in to a film by the company to become the tomb raider film. tomb raider collection 1 - 5 currently is one of the best tomb raider collection
for pc on the market today. 1. tomb raider (1996) - this game is pretty much regarded as one of the best games ever made. it's fun, scary, and awesome. the story is dark, the environments are fantastic, and the overall gameplay is great. the game is designed to run in dos computer operating systems, but can be tweaked to

run in any version of windows (e.g. windows 98, windows me, windows 98se, and windows xp). other versions of the game include mac os and unix. the game was also one of the first games that featured a kick-ass female protagonist, and the first to make good use of first-person perspective in a game. the game has two
different endings, depending on which ending you choose to play. not to mention the game has a few easter eggs, and a very plot-twist ending. for more info on the game check out the article linked above, or check out my tr section on boardgamegeek.com. 2. tomb raider ii: the angel of darkness (1998) - the second game in
the tomb raider series takes place approximately one year after the events of the first game. lara croft has survived the ordeal she had to endure in the first game, but at a cost. if you haven't played the first game, you might want to play it first. 3. tomb raider iii: the sorcerer's curse (2000) - this game is arguably the best of

the collection. it's a different type of game for lara. in this game lara becomes a witch. good thing too; it actually makes a damn good game. 5ec8ef588b
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